
City of Portsmouth

Department of Public Works

Bid#55-15 Harborwalk Park Pier

Addendum #2

Date Issued:  April 6, 2015

This Addendum forms part of the original document marked:  BID#55-15 Harborwalk
Park Pier.

The following questions have been asked and answered:

1. Q: IPE DECKING: What is the minimal length of decking the City will accept?
A: Target a minimum length of 6 feet interior and 5 feet near edges, no more than one per plank run of
decking (along a line of decking). The deck varies in width with angle cuts and has the curved outer end,
so we will consider unavoidable shorter minimum lengths within the constraints.

2. Q: CITY PROVIDED UNIT PAVERS: What are the dimensions (LxWxThickness) of the city supplied
pavers? What is the address where the pavers are located?
A: Per the approved shop drawings the seawall cap granite pavers should be 18” wide, 2” thick and 5
feet long, quantity 16 (may need end cuts to fit actual length). Pavers are stored at Portsmouth DPW,
680 Peverly Hill Road, Portsmouth.

3. Q: BENT 6B: Does bent number 6B receive any bracing, either Cross or Horizontal?
A: No, Bent 6 (and 6B pony bent) do not have bracing as the overlook is connected to the adjacent
seawall.

4. Q: RANGER LENGTHS: Sheets WF-4 & WF-7 of the drawings show the Ranger on the West & East side
of the pier. Total length of the Rangers appear to be 130' +/-. Item number 9 "Deck rangers" on the Bid
Proposal states an estimated quantity of 270' What is the correct LF of the Deck rangers?
A: A revised page 11 bid form is issued (see attached), changing the bid item 9 quantity estimate to
163 LF based on centerline distance along one edge, around the curved out end, and along the other
edge for the finished installed length.  With the angled end and curve transition cuts it is expected that
the total lumber requirement for fabrication will be somewhat greater depending on off cuts and splice
staggers.

All else remains unchanged from original bid document.

Please acknowledge this addendum within your proposal, failure to do so may subject a bidder to
disqualification.
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 PROPOSAL FORM (continued) 
ITEM # EST. 

QTY. 
UNITS ITEM DESCIPTION & 

UNIT PRICE IN WORDS 
UNIT PRICE 
IN FIGURES 

ITEM TOTAL 
IN FIGURES 
 

1  39 Ea Support piles (CCA timber SYP) $_______________ $_____________ 
      
    ______________________________________ 
 
2  242 Lf Timber pile caps (CCA timber SYP) $_______________ $_____________ 
     
    ______________________________________ 
 
3  33 Lf Glu-Lam curved pile cap $_______________ $_____________ 
 
    ______________________________________ 
 
4  1 Ls Pile cap hardware $_______________ $_____________ 
          
    ______________________________________ 
 
5  1400 Sf Membrane (Ice & Water Shield) $_______________ $_____________ 
     
    ______________________________________ 
 
6  384 Lf 4X8 cross bracing (CCA timber SYP) $_______________ $_____________ 
 
    ______________________________________ 
 
7  156 Lf 4X8 horizontal bracing (CCA timber SYP) $_______________ $_____________ 
     
    ______________________________________ 
 
8  57 Ea Bracing hardware (HDG) $_______________ $_____________ 
 
    ______________________________________ 
 
9  163 Lf Deck rangers (Built out of CCA timbers SYP) $_______________ $_____________ 
      
    ______________________________________ 
 
10  1344 Lf 3X12 Stringers (CCA timber SYP) $________________ $_____________ 
 
    ______________________________________ 
 
11  1 Ls Stringer and Ranger Hardware $_______________ $_____________ 
      
    ______________________________________ 
 
12  2400 Sf Ipe Decking (2X6) with hardware $_______________ $_____________ 
      
    ______________________________________ 
 
13  1 Ls Remove, modify and/or  salvage existing  $________________ $_____________ 
    fencing according to plans  
 
    ______________________________________ 
 


